Pattern matching in point sets is a well studied problem with numerous applications. We assume that the point sets may contain outliers (missing or spurious points) and are subject to an unknown translation. We define the distance between any two point sets to be the minimum size of their symmetric difference over all translations of one set relative to the other. We consider the problem in the context of similarity search. We assume that a large database of point sets is to be preprocessed so that given any query point set, the closest matches in the database can be computed efficiently. Our approach is based on showing that there is a randomized algorithm that computes a translation-invariant embedding of any point set of size at most n into the L1 metric, so that with high probability, distances are subject to a distortion that is O(log 2 n).
INTRODUCTION
Geometric pattern matching is a well studied computational problem with a wide variety of formulations and applications. The most common formulation considered in com- * This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under grant CCF-0635099.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. SCG'08, June 9-11, 2008 putational geometry involves determining the degree of similarity between two given point sets, subject to some group of allowable geometric transformations. The literature on this topic is vast. The interested reader is referred to the survey by Alt and Guibas [2] . An important formulation for many modern applications involves viewing the problem from the perspective of similarity search. We are given a large database of point sets, which is to be preprocessed so that, given a query set, it is possible to efficiently compute its closest neighbor(s) in the database.
We consider this problem in a relatively simple context but one that still leads to quite an interesting computational problem. We assume that point sets have integer coordinates, that they are to be matched subject to an unknown translation, and that there is a significant fraction of outliers, that is, points from one set may not match any point of the other set. We assume, however, the points that do match (subject to the optimum translation) identically. This is in contrast with measures such as the partial Hausdorff distance [11] , where both outliers and near misses are tolerated. Outliers are challenging because global properties of the point sets, based for example on the identification of reference points such as centroids [1] are not applicable. The distance metric we use is the size of the symmetric difference of the two point sets, which is to be minimized through some translation of one set relative to the other. (Formal definitions are given below.)
Our approach is based on finding an embedding function that maps a point set into a metric space [12] . The distortion of such an embedding is the maximum multiplicative variation that distances might suffer in the mapping process. The objective is to produce an embedding of low distortion into a space in which similarity search can be performed efficiently (in particular, its dimension should be low).
In the context of database search for point sets undergoing transformations, a well-known solution is based on geometric hashing [20] which is to store all possible transformed sets so that the search will be processed efficiently. This approach is notably inefficient when outliers are present. A common approach in computer vision is to compute some property that is invariant under motion. A popular choice is the histogram of colors appearing in the image. These can be compared using, for example, the Earth-Mover's distance (EMD) [2, 6] . The problem of computing low distortion embeddings of variants of EMD has been studied by Indyk and Thaper [13] and Wang, et al. [19] . Unfortunately, similarity of two color histograms provides no guarantees on the similarity of the underlying images. The distance histogram is one example of a more general approach that is widely studied in computer vision based on computing some invariant feature of the underlying objects [5, 15] . Although some invariants can provide good practical performance, they generally cannot provide guarantees on the quality of the match. One popular example is the set of inter-point distances, called the distance histogram [3, 8] . Although one would expect that similar sets would have similar distance histograms, there exist so called homometric sets [16, 18] , which have identical distance histograms but which may not be at all similar to one another. For example, the following two sets are homometric: P = {0, 1, 4, 10, 12, 17} and Q = {0, 1, 8, 11, 13, 17}.
Our objective here is to compute a translation invariant of guaranteed performance. More formally, consider a point set consisting of at most n points on the d-dimensional integer grid, where d is a constant. We assume that the coordinates of each point are bounded above by a polynomial function of n. As usual, let Z denote the set of integers, and let Zu denote {0, 1, 2 
The cardinality of the symmetric difference is a well known metric on finite sets, which we denote by |P Δ Q|. This can be generalized to multisets by summing the absolute differences of the multiplicities of corresponding elements.
Given a point set P and any t ∈ Z d , the translate P + t is defined to be {p + t | p ∈ P }. Extending the symmetric difference, we define the symmetric difference distance under translation, denoted P Δ Q , to be
It is easy to verify that this is a metric. (See Lemma 2.1 below.) Throughout, we will assume that P and Q are taken from
, we denote their L1 distance by x − y 1 . We use the terms randomized embedding and randomized function throughout to denote a function computed by a randomized algorithm that satisfies the given probability bounds. We also use log to denote logarithm base 2 and ln to denote the natural logarithm. Our main result is presented below. 
(ii) ΨP − ΨQ 1 ≥ 1 17 log n P Δ Q , with probability at least 1 − β, and This embedding can be computed in time O(n log 4 n log(1/β)).
Note that part (i) of the above theorem holds irrespective of randomization. It follows that the resulting embedding achieves a distortion of at most 34 log 2 n (with probability at least 1 − β).
We know of no prior work on this problem. In a 1-dimensional discrete setting, this problem is related to a version of edit distance on bit strings, where the number of replacements corresponds to the symmetric difference in the sets, but it is possible to shift one set relative to the other without cost. The most closely related work to ours is that of Cormode and Muthukrishnan [7] , on embedding strings under edit distance with moves. They present an embedding with distortion O(log n log * n) into L1 with an exponential number of dimensions.
Here is a brief outline of our algorithm. First, we observe that it is possible to reduce our problem to one involving 1-dimensional point sets of over Z u , where u = n O(d) . We then apply a low distortion linear hash function, which maps the point set to Zs, where s = O(n log n). The linearity of the hash function is critical, since it preserves distances under translation. Such a set can be viewed as a bit-vector in Z s 2 . In order to obtain an embedding that is invariant under translations, we select various sized probes, each of which is a random subset of Zs. The application of a probe of size ρ to a single placement of the vector produces an integer in Z2ρ , where this integer is based on the bit pattern appearing in the bit-vector at each of the probed positions. We apply the probe at each of the s positions, and take the union of the probe results. The result can be viewed as a vector in Z . We show that, if ρ is chosen in a manner that is sensitive to the actual distance between the original point sets, then the distance between these vectors is related to the distance between the original point sets under translation. Since this distance is not known, we apply the construction to a series of exponentially increasing distance estimates. We show that, through an appropriate weighting of the components of this series, we obtain the desired distortion bounds in expectation. In order to produce results that apply with high probability, we repeat the process some number of times, using different random hash functions and different random probes.
PRELIMINARIES
Recall that a nonnegative function
The last condition is the well known triangle inequality.
Lemma 2.1. The symmetric distance under translation is a metric.
Proof. It is easy to see that the first two requirements of a metric hold. To establish the triangle inequality, let t1, t2, and t3 denote the optimal translations for P Δ Q , Q Δ R , and P Δ R , respectively. We have
where the last implication follows from the triangle inequality for symmetric difference (which is well known to be a metric).
Next, we observe that the problem of computing distances for point sets in the d-dimensional space Z d u under translation can be reduced to computing distances under translation in a 1-dimensional space Z O(u d ) . The result is based on the simple observation that we can unravel the d-dimensional grid into a sufficiently large 1-dimensional grid to avoid wraparound effects. Since the mapping is linear it preserves similarity under translation. 
Now, we show that g is an injective function over the
d . Suppose to the contrary that there existed x and x from this domain such that x = x and g(x) = g(x ). Let i denote the largest coordinate index such that xi = x i . Then,
Since xi = x i , the left side is at least (3u) i which yields the desired contradiction.
Lemma 2.4. Given P, Q and g as defined above
Proof. Let t ∈ Z
d denote an optimal translation between P and Q. We observe that each coordinate ti satisfies 1 − u ≤ ti ≤ u − 1 since an optimal translation will succeed in aligning at least one point. Thus, we can assume that t ∈ ±Z d u . Analogously, let tg denote an optimal translation between gP and gQ. Similarly, we can assume that tg ∈ ±Z (3u) d . In order to prove that P Δ Q = gP Δ gQ it suffices to show that
Let G denote a set of images from the valid translations, that is,
If tg ∈ G then there exists t such that tg = g(t). From Lemma. 2.3, since g is linear and injective on [ 
Otherwise, if tg ∈ G, then there is no match between gP + tg and gQ. Suppose to the contrary that there existed at least one matched pair (g(p), g(q)) under translation tg, that is,
Clearly p ∈ P and q ∈ Q are the preimages of g(p) and g(q), respectively. Then there exists t ∈ ±Z d u such that q = p+t . By linearity of g (from Lemma 2.3),
and tg = g(t ) ∈ G, a contradiction. Since the optimal translation has at least one matched point, the optimal translation tg for gP and gQ is in G.
Combining this with (1), we have
Next we present a couple of utility results. The first is a straightforward observation that a randomized function with a low collision probability produces a low distortion with respect to the size of the symmetric difference. Lemma 2.5. Let 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, and suppose that we are given a randomized function h :
We are also given a positive integer n, multisets P, Q ∈ Z(≤ n), and failure probability β. Then
" |P Δ Q| with probability at least 1 − β. Proof. Part (i) is trivial, since applying any function (which need not be 1-1) can only decrease the size of the symmetric difference. To prove (ii), let δ = |P Δ Q|. Define a collision to be any distinct pair x, y ∈ Z, such that h(x) = h(y). Observe that this collision can affect the size of the symmetric difference only if both x and y are in P ∪ Q, and at least one is in P ΔQ.
Let K denote the distinct elements in P ∪ Q, and let k be |K|. Observe that k ≤ 2n. Let us consider a case for a fixed element x in K. Let δx denote the absolute difference between the multiplicities of x in P and Q. Let Ix,y denote a random variable whose value is 1 if h(x) = h(y) and 0 otherwise. Let
Then,
Each collision involving x can cause the symmetric difference to decrease by at most δx. (This occurs, for example, if x ∈ P \Q or x ∈ Q\P and y ∈ P ∪Q, causing the mismatches to disappear.) It is easy to see that
Cx.
Thus, we have
Recalling that δ = |P Δ Q|, it follows that with probability at least (1 − β), we have
as desired.
The following lemma will be useful for compressing space. As mentioned in the introduction, because of the need to maintain invariance under translation, we will make use of a hash function that is linear, and in particular h(x + t) = h(x)+h(t), for all x and t. Common choices for low-collision hash functions (such as the universal hash function h(x) = (ax + b mod u) mod s) do not satisfy this condition. Our next lemma presents such a function for the domain of values in interest. Note that a similar approach has also been used in the context of string pattern matching [14] . Proof. As before (i) is trivial, and so we concentrate on proving (ii). Let f = 6 + (8c/(αβ)) and let r = fn ln(fn). Let R denote the set of prime numbers in the range n ln n to r. The Prime Number Theorem (see, e.g., [17] ) implies that, for all sufficiently large n the number of primes less than or equal to n is at least n/(2 ln n) and at most 3n/(2 ln n). It follows that for all sufficiently large n we have
For any s ∈ R, define h s(x) = x mod s. Linearity follows since hs(x+t) = (x+t) mod s = (x mod s)+(t mod s) = hs(x) + hs(t) (where addition before the mapping is done over Zu and addition after mapping is done over Zs). For any distinct x, y ∈ Zu, observe that hs(x) = hs(y) if and only if |x − y| has s as a factor. Since x, y ≤ u ≤ n c , and s ≥ n, it follows that this can be true for at most c choices of s. We define h(x) to be hs(x), where s is a random element of R. Observe that for any fixed x, y ∈ Zu,
By applying Lemma 2.5(ii) with γ = αβ/(2n) and failure probability β, it follows that
holds with probability at least (1 − β), as desired.
The linearity of the hash function implies that the results of the previous lemma hold under translation. 
Proof. It is easy to see that for every x ∈ Zs, h(x) = x, and therefore the preimage h −1 (Zs) is Zu. Combining this with the linearity of h and Lemma 2.6(i) we have
Part (ii) follows analogously.
The following lemma will be applied in a context where the linearity of the hash function is not required, and this additional flexibility allows us to remove the restriction in the size of u. It follows by applying Lemma 2.5 to a suitable universal hash function [4] . The choice of the hash function given in the proof will be discussed later when we consider execution times. This lemma applies more generally to multisets. We may readily generalize the symmetric difference distance to multisets by counting not just the number of mismatched elements, but counting the absolute differences in the multiplicities of each distinct element. We extend the definition of Zu(≤ n) to include multisets in which the total cardinality (counting multiplicities) is at most n. Proof. Let s be the smallest power of 2 that is at least as large as 2n/(αβ). For the purposes of defining the function, it will be convenient to express each element of Zu (resp., Zs) as a bit vector of length log u (resp., log s). Thus, P and Q can be viewed as multisets of cardinality at most n where elements are drawn from Z log u 2 .
Given a matrix M ∈ {0, 1}
log s× log u and a vector b ∈ {0,
where arithmetic operations are performed over Z2. It is well known that if M and b are randomly generated, the resulting randomized function h = h M,b is a universal hash function [4, 9] , and for any fixed x, y ∈ Zu, Pr [h(x) = h(y)] ≤ 1/s ≤ αβ/(2n). Given this bound on the collision probability, the rest of the proof follows the same structure used in the proof of Lemma 2.6.
TRANSLATION-INVARIANT MAPPING
The purpose of the section is to present a transformation of a point set to a vector that is invariant under translations of the point set. In the next section we will apply the results of this section to produce the embedding function described in Theorem 1.
Before presenting this transformation, it will be convenient to explain that we may interpret the point sets P and Q in Zs(≤ n) as bit-vectors in an s-dimensional space, in particular, as elements of Z s 2 . That is, for 1 ≤ p ≤ s we set the point's component of the bit-vector to 1 if p ∈ P and 0 otherwise.
For a translation t ∈ Zs, we will still use the notation P + t to denote the translation of P by t, which in this context involves a right circular shift of the elements of this bit vector by t positions.
Given a positive integer ρ, define an (s, ρ)-probe to be a ρ-element vector π = (i1, i2, . . . , iρ) , where ij ∈ Zs for 1 ≤ j ≤ ρ. We say that such a probe is random if each element ij is sampled independently at random from Zs. (Note that duplicates are possible.) Consider P ∈ Z s 2 , where P = (p1, p2, . . . , ps). Define P [π] to be the integer whose bit representation is˙pi 1 pi 2 . . . pi ρ¸. Define the multiset
(This is a multiset because different translations may generate the same bit pattern. See Fig 1) The cardinality of b ΦπP (counting multiplicities) is s, and its elements are from Z2ρ . Because the probe is applied uniformly to all translations in Zs we have:
Φπ is invariant under translation. That is, for all t ∈ Zs, b Φπ(P + t) = b ΦπP .
Our first observation regarding this invariant transformation shows that the distance between the transformed objects is a function of the relationship between the probe length and the actual distance between the point sets under translation. Intuitively, as the probe length ρ increases, the likelihood of encountering a mismatch increases (depending on the distance between the point sets). Part (i) asserts that if ρ is sufficiently small, the distance between the resulting vectors will also be small. Part (ii) asserts that if ρ is sufficiently large, the probability of encountering a mismatch is so high that the distance between the resulting vectors will be almost as high as the maximum possible value of 2s. Lemma 3.2. Consider a positive integer s and two sets P, Q ∈ Zs(≤ n), and let δ * = P Δ Q . Given a positive integer ρ, let π be a random (s, ρ)-probe. Then
Proof. Since δ * = P Δ Q , this means that for some translation of P there are δ * elements of Zs in the symmetric difference P ΔQ. Because b Φ is invariant under translations, there is no loss in generality if we assume that this translation is the identity. Since π has ρ elements, there are at most ρδ * choices of translations t such that the result of (P + t) [π] accesses one of these mismatched elements. Each of these may produce a probe value that fails to match any of the probe results of b
ΦπQ. All the others placements will match the corresponding probe of Q. Similarly, there are ρδ * choices of r such that (Q + r) [π] fails to match any probe value of b
ΦπP , but all others will match. Thus we have
which establishes (i). In order to establish (ii), given any translations t, r ∈ Zs, let δt,r = |(P + t) Δ (Q + r)|. Clearly, for any t, r ∈ Zs, δt,r ≥ δ * . For any particular probe placement π, the probe values (P + t) [ 
By the union bound we have
Let X be a random variable whose value is the number of probe placements t such that (P + t)[π] ∈ b ΦπQ. By the linearity of expectation and since ρ ≥ (3s ln s)/δ * , we have
. By symmetry, the number of probe placements such that
ΦπP satisfies the same bound. Since b ΦπP and b ΦπQ each contain s values (including multiplicities), their L1 distance is 2s minus the number of matches. And so with probability at least`1 −
as desired. Using the above lemma, we present next the main utility result upon which our translation invariant transformation is based. This lemma shows that given two points sets over Zu each containing at most n elements and an estimate δ on their distance, there exists a function Φ that maps a point set to a vector. The function has the property that, after applying this function, the distance between the two resulting vectors reveals whether δ is significantly greater or significantly smaller than the optimal distance δ * . Intuitively, this is done by randomly probing the point sets such that, under the assumption that δ = δ * , the probability of encountering a mismatch will be a constant. Thus, if δ is either significantly larger or significantly smaller than δ * , the distance between the resulting vectors will reflect this.
As mentioned in the introduction, the process involves three stages, first the application of a randomized linear hash function to reduce the domain size to O(n log n), then the application of a random probe sequence to produce translation invariance, and finally the application of a second hash function to again reduce the domain size. The entire process is repeated and the results are averaged in order to obtain the desired distortion bounds with sufficiently high probability of success. For any P , ΦP can be computed in O(n log 3 n log(1/β)) time.
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving this lemma. We first establish (ii). Let us assume that δ ≤ P Δ Q /(8 ln s), and let α0 = β0 = 1/16. We begin by applying Lemma 2.6 with α = α0 and β = β0. Let h : Zu → Zs denote the resulting function, where s = Θ(n log n). We may assume that s ≥ 40. If we let P = h P and Q = h Q, by Corollary 2.1(ii) we havė
with probability at least 1 − β0. Next, we wish to apply Lemma 3.2 to the sets P and Q with ρ = s/(2δ) . Observe that since s = Θ(n log n) and δ ≤ 2n, we have ρ = Ω(log n). We may assume, therefore that ρ ≥ 6. Letting b
Φπ denote the resulting translation invariant transformation, and let b P = b Φ π P and b Q = b ΦπQ. Each is a multiset of cardinality s over Z2ρ , which can be interpreted as a vector in R 2 ρ in which the ith component is the number of occurrences element i. Observe that the (multiset) symmetric difference distance is equivalent to the L1 distance in this vector interpretation. Applying these two different interpretations of b P and b Q, we havę
Since ρ ≥ 6, with probability at least 1 − β0 we have:
Therefore, we may apply Lemma 3.2(ii) to obtain that with probability at least (1 − β0)`1 − 2 s´:
Given our assumption that s ≥ 40, the probability of this holding is at least (1 − β0) 2 .
Finally, we apply Lemma 2.7 to the multisets b P and b Q, where n = s, u = 2 ρ , α = α0 and β = β0. Let the resulting function be h : Z2ρ → Z O(s) , and let P = h b P and Q = h b Q. (Given that ρ may be as large as Θ(n log n), we will not compute this function explicitly. Computational issues will be discussed later.) We have
with probability at least (1 − β0) 3 . To summarize, given point sets P and Q, by composing the three randomized functions we have shown the existence of a randomized function Φ :
, such that with probability at least (1 − β0)
To increase the probability of success to 1 − β, we repeat the above procedure for k = 8 ln(1/β) trials. (Each trial is performed with different random choices, but the overall sequence of random choices is the same for all point sets.) We then concatenate the resulting vectors. There is a subtlety to be noted. Thus far, we have assumed that there is a fixed value of s. Each invocation of Lemma 2.6 generates different random prime s (although all are Θ(n log n)). To correct for the bias to the distance resulting from larger or smaller values of s, we take s to be maximum possible value produced by the lemma, and for any smaller value s produced by invoking lemma, we weight the associated vector by s/s . For simplicity, we may assume that all invocations of this lemma produce a results of uniform length s. We define Φ :
Because our upper bound on Φ P − Φ Q 1 holds unconditionally (irrespective of the randomization), assertion (i) follows immediately. To establish (ii), consider the random variables Xi = Φ i P − Φ i Q 1 , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Clearly these variables i.i.d., and 0 ≤ Xi ≤ 2s. With probability at least (1 − β0) 3 we have Xi ≥ (1 − α0)(2s − 2) . Therefore we have
where the last inequality holds by our definitions of α0 and β0 and of our assumption that s ≥ 40.
Xi. By Hoeffding's inequality [10] , for any ε > 0 we have
By setting ε = s/2, and by our choice of k we have
which establishes (ii). Next, we establish (i). By part (i) of both Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, the functions that they produce cannot increase distances. By Lemma 3.2 therefore, we have
as desired. Finally, we present the time complexity to compute the function. The first hash function h : Zu → Z O(n log n) takes time O(n) for a set P ∈ Zu(≤ n). A naive implementation of the construction of b ΦP would require excessive time and space. (To see this, observe that each probe involves O(s) elements and must be applied to O(s) distinct positions, which would yield a total time bound of O(n 2 log 2 n) to compute the results of even a single probe.)
To achieve greater efficiency, we perform the probing and the second hashing functions as a single operation. Recall that P denotes the point set after h , and recall that s = Θ(n log n) is the size of its domain. Let π denote a probe of some size ρ. The invocation of Lemma 2.7 in this context maps points from Z2ρ to Z s where s = Θ(s) and is a power of 2. This involves a random matrix M ∈ {0, 1} log s ×ρ and random column vector b ∈ {0, 1} ρ .
Constructing b ΦP for each t ∈ Zs involves computing xt = (P +t) [π] , and then applying the function h (xt) = Mxt +b (with operations performed over Z2). To do this, we decompose this operation into log s operations. Let mi denote the i-th row of M , and let ri,t be the value of the boolean inner product (mi · xt). Our objective is to compute ri,t for i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , log s }. Since mi is a boolean bit-vector we have ri,t =`mi · (P + t) [ Observe that this a part of a convolution. Thus, given a row m i, we can compute ri,t for all t as P ⊗ [π ∧ mi], where ⊗ denotes boolean convolution and ∧ denotes the bitwise and operation.
Therefore, for all i ∈ Z log s and t ∈ Zs ri,t can computed through log s convolution operations. It is easy to see that h (xt) = r * ,t + b (interpreted now as a binary number). Since each convolution takes time O((s + ρ) log(s + ρ)) = O(s log s), the total running time is O((n+s log 2 s) log (1/β)) = O(n log 3 n log (1/β)). This completes the proof.
with probability (1 − β) we have Because δ * is less than 16 ln s and ΨP − ΨQ 1 ≥ 1, the distortion is at most 16 ln s (≤ 17 log n) with sufficiently large n. This establishes part (ii).
Finally, to establish the execution time, we observe that we invoke Lemma 3.3 k = O(log n) times. Each invocation takes O(n log 3 n log(1/β)) time. Thus, the total execution time is O(n log 4 n log(1/β)). This completes the proof.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a randomized algorithm that embeds an n-element point set over the multidimensional grid Z d u , where u is n O (1) , to a single point in a multidimensional space under the L1 distance. We assume that distances over Z d u are measured using the symmetric difference under translation. This embedding has the property that with some given probability, it achieves a distortion of O(log 2 n). Our existing work applies to points with integer coordinates in arbitrary dimensions and is robust to missing and spurious points. The conditions under which our embedding applies are admittedly restrictive, but to our knowledge this is the first result in embeddings that are invariant under geometric transformations and robust to outliers.
In addition to the obvious questions of improving the distortion bounds and eliminating randomization, there are two significant issues. First, the symmetric difference distance function that we use requires that points match identically. Second, our embedding is invariant only under the group of translations. In practice, point coordinates are the result of measurements, and will be subject to the presence of noise and digitization errors. Handling noise is one important extension, which we would like to consider. Similarly, it would be very useful to consider allowing more extensive groups of geometric transformations, including, for example, rotation and/or scaling.
